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Fortinet(R) Continues to Expand Industry's Most Complete BYOD and Wireless Network 
Security Solutions

Introduces New Wireless Access Points and Two-Factor Authentication Products 

SUNNYVALE, CA -- (Marketwire) -- 10/01/12 -- Fortinet® (NASDAQ: FTNT) -- a world leader in high-performance network 
security -- today announced the introduction of four new wireless access points along with three new two-factor authentication 
products that enhance the industry's most complete Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) and wireless network security solutions.  

Fortinet is introducing four new additions to its wireless access point product family with the release of the FortiAP-320B, 
FortiAP-223B, FortiAP-112B and the FortiAP-11C. As part of this strategic wireless security initiative, Fortinet is also 
introducing strong two-factor authentication clients: the FortiToken-200CD, FortiToken-Mobile and FortiToken-300.  

The new additions to the FortiAP product family provide customers looking to integrate secure wireless access with their 
network security with significant advantages that include faster connections, simplified deployment, centralized "single pane of 
glass" management and reduced total-cost-of ownership. The devices work seamlessly with the wireless controller functionality 
embedded in every FortiGate network security device. 

As the only network security vendor to provide a complete solution for two-factor authentication, Fortinet's new FortiToken 
products provide businesses with the flexibility to choose which token solutions best fit their environment from a security and 
ease-of-use standpoint. The new tokens work in conjunction with both FortiGate and FortiAuthenticator platforms. 
FortiAuthenticator supports FortiTokens across an enterprise by enabling authentication with multiple FortiGate appliances and 
third party devices. 

New Product Details 

● FortiAP-320B: a dual-radio 3x3 triple stream 802.11n access point that provides 900 Mbps of aggregate wireless 
connectivity; a 50% improvement over previous technology. This access point is designed for environments that require 
high availability, high user density and high throughput over longer range. It also provides dual redundant PoE ports to 
maintain operation even if a PoE injector or PoE switch fails 

● FortiAP-223B: a dual-radio, dual-stream access point that supports external antenna connections. This allows customers 
more flexible installation options by projecting wireless signals to difficult to reach locations 

● FortiAP-112B: an economic single radio outdoor access point designed for cost-effective guest Wi-Fi services or as a 
Wi-Fi mesh client that can be used as a CPE antenna for wireless Internet providers  

● FortiAP-11C: a small access point suitable for travel or remote access. The remote AP function will automatically 
discover the FortiGate wireless controller in the enterprise cloud, download its configuration and offer the same SSID 
used in corporate environments so remote employees can gain secure encrypted access to enterprise resources over 
the Internet. This feature allows IT administrators to save time and to reduce helpdesk calls 

● FortiToken 200CD: ships with an encrypted activation file that allows customers to activate their tokens repeatedly and 
across multiple authentication servers without risking compromise from token seed exposure in an online database 

● FortiToken Mobile: an Open Authentication (OATH) compliant, time-based One Time Password (OTP) generator soft 
token application for mobile devices downloadable from iTunes® or Google Play  

● FortiToken 300: a hardware-based USB Smartcard token for managing and storing PKI certificates and their associated 
private keys. Combined with the FortiAuthenticator Certificate Management functionality, FortiToken 300 provides a 
client certificate-based strong authentication solution from a single vendor  

"The BYOD revolution has elevated the importance of wireless security to new heights," said Koroush Saraf, senior director of 
product management for Fortinet. "Customers today want broad security solutions that are highly flexible, provide multiple 
deployment options and are, most of all, cost-effective. With the introduction of our new wireless access points and 
authentication products, we're providing our customers with the most complete combination of wireless security solutions in the 
industry." 

Availability
FortiToken products are available now. FortiAP products will be available upon the release of a forthcoming version of the 
FortiOS operating system, which is scheduled to debut in late October. 

Follow Fortinet Online: 
Subscribe to threat landscape reports: http://blog.fortinet.com/feed/ 
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Twitter at: www.twitter.com/fortinet 
Facebook at: www.facebook.com/fortinet 
YouTube at: http://www.youtube.com/user/SecureNetworks  

About Fortinet (www.fortinet.com) 
Fortinet (NASDAQ: FTNT) is a worldwide provider of network security appliances and the market leader in unified threat 
management (UTM). Our products and subscription services provide broad, integrated and high-performance protection 
against dynamic security threats while simplifying the IT security infrastructure. Our customers include enterprises, service 
providers and government entities worldwide, including the majority of the 2011 Fortune Global 100. Fortinet's flagship 
FortiGate product delivers ASIC-accelerated performance and integrates multiple layers of security designed to help protect 
against application and network threats. Fortinet's broad product line goes beyond UTM to help secure the extended enterprise 
-- from endpoints, to the perimeter and the core, including databases and applications. Fortinet is headquartered in Sunnyvale, 
Calif., with offices around the world. 

Copyright © 2012 Fortinet, Inc. All rights reserved. The symbols ® and ™ denote respectively federally registered trademarks 
and unregistered trademarks of Fortinet, Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates. Fortinet's trademarks include, but are not limited to, 
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or certifications herein attributed to third parties, and Fortinet does not independently endorse such statements. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, nothing herein constitutes a warranty, guarantee, binding specification or 
other binding commitment by Fortinet, and performance and other specification information herein may be unique to certain 
environments. This news release may contain forward-looking statements that involve uncertainties and assumptions. Changes 
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uncertainties materialize or the assumptions prove incorrect, results may differ materially from those expressed or implied by 
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